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Year 8 Mathematics  
Assessment Task 3 2022 

 
Due Date:    Term 3 Wk 7 
8C: Thursday 1st September (Mr Lincoln / Ms Pinpin) 
8L: Thursday 1st September (Mr Lincoln / Ms Pinpin / Ms Nduku) 
8N: Thursday 1st September (Mr Martin / Mrs Itani) 
8P: Thursday 1st September (Mrs Itani) 
8T: Wednesday 31st August (Mrs Bates / Mr Ofori / Miss Smith)                  

Assessment Name:  Research Task 
 

Marks:          30  
                   

Weighting:   25%  

 
TASK DESCRIPTION:  
 
You are to create a presentation for a year 8 audience using any of the following strategies: 
   

➢ posters  
➢ flyers  
➢ infographics  
➢ pamphlets  
➢ film/YouTube video 
➢ slideshow presentation  

 
The topics included in your presentation are: 
 

➢ Indices 
➢ Rates and Ratios 
➢ Circles, Areas and Volume 

 
In your presentation you are to include the following for each topic: 
 

➢ An introduction of the topic and how it is used in real life scenarios  
➢ Significant equations and formulas 
➢ Three examples of questions with worked solutions  

 
You will be marked for creativity and how well you explained each concept. 
 

SYLLABUS OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED: 
 
A student: 
 
MA4-7NA operates with ratios and rates, and explores their graphical representation 
MA4-9NA operates with positive-integer and zero indices of numerical bases 
MA4-12MG calculates the perimeters of plane shapes and the circumferences of circles 
MA4-13MG uses formulas to calculate the areas of quadrilaterals and circles, and converts between units of area 
MA4-14MG uses formulas to calculate the volumes of prisms and cylinders, and converts between units of volume 
MA4-1WM communicates and connects mathematical ideas using appropriate terminology, diagrams and symbols 
MA4-2WM applies appropriate mathematical techniques to solve problems  
MA4-3WM recognises and explains mathematical relationships using reasoning 
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ASSESSMENT CRITERIA AND STUDENT CHECKLIST 
 
Have you: 

o Put the due date in your calendar? 
o Completed all classwork and checked CANVAS? 
o Asked your teacher for clarification or assistance on any problems? 
o Revised Cambridge 8 GOLD - Chapters 8, 3 (I-K), 4 (I-K), 6. 
o Found your NESA-approved scientific calculator, pens, rulers, pencils and erasers? 
o Attended the MATHS HELP sessions on Friday Lunchtimes? 

DIRECTIVES TO BE ASSESSED:  
 

Apply: To use relevant information and skills for a given situation. 
Calculate: To find a mathematical solution for a question and carry out the process.  
Solve: To manipulate something for a particular purpose to find the answer for mathematical problems.  
Create: To make. 
Display: To show or present. 
Graph: (verb) To create or complete a graph. 
Analyse: To identify causes, key factors, relationships and possible results.  
Perform: To work or operate mathematically. 
Classify: To arrange or include in classes/categories.  
Describe: To give a detailed account in words of mathematical context. 
Use:  To manipulate something for a particular purpose to solve mathematical problems.  
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Marking Rubric 

TOPIC: Indices 

 

Problem Solving, Reasoning and Justification 

Marks 

A student:  

▪ combines excellent modelling skills, multi-step logic and mathematical insight to solve difficult 

problems. 

▪ synthesises mathematical techniques, results and ideas creatively across the Mathematics course to 

solve problems. 

▪ uses appropriate mathematical processes in solving the problem without error. 

▪ communicates sophisticated mathematical ideas and relationships using the algebraic, diagrammatic 

and graphical techniques of mathematics, concise notation and clear and logical arguments. 

8–10 

▪ demonstrates a sound grasp of mathematics techniques required to solve problems. 

▪ uses mathematical techniques, results and ideas across the Mathematics course to solve problems 

with minimal errors 

▪ communicates mathematical ideas and relationships using diagrammatic and graphical techniques of 

mathematics, appropriate notation and logical arguments. 

5–7 

▪ Uses mathematical techniques, results and ideas across the Mathematics course to solve problems 

with some errors 

▪ demonstrates a developing understanding of what it means to work mathematically with some use 

of mathematical language, notation and/or symbols 

3–4 

▪ demonstrates a limited understanding of the mathematics involved in solving the problem. 

▪ demonstrates a limited use of mathematical language 
1–2 
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TOPIC: Rates and Ratios 

 

Problem Solving, Reasoning and Justification 

Marks 

A student:  

▪ combines excellent modelling skills, multi-step logic and mathematical insight to solve difficult 

problems. 

▪ synthesises mathematical techniques, results and ideas creatively across the Mathematics course to 

solve problems. 

▪ uses appropriate mathematical processes in solving the problem without error. 

▪ communicates sophisticated mathematical ideas and relationships using the algebraic, diagrammatic 

and graphical techniques of mathematics, concise notation and clear and logical arguments. 

8–10 

▪ demonstrates a sound grasp of mathematics techniques required to solve problems. 

▪ uses mathematical techniques, results and ideas across the Mathematics course to solve problems 

with minimal errors 

▪ communicates mathematical ideas and relationships using diagrammatic and graphical techniques of 

mathematics, appropriate notation and logical arguments. 

5–7 

▪ Uses mathematical techniques, results and ideas across the Mathematics course to solve problems 

with some errors 

▪ demonstrates a developing understanding of what it means to work mathematically with some use 

of mathematical language, notation and/or symbols 

3–4 

▪ demonstrates a limited understanding of the mathematics involved in solving the problem. 

▪ demonstrates a limited use of mathematical language 
1–2 
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TOPIC: Circles, Areas and Volume 

 

Problem Solving, Reasoning and Justification 

Marks 

A student:  

▪ combines excellent modelling skills, multi-step logic and mathematical insight to solve difficult 

problems. 

▪ synthesises mathematical techniques, results and ideas creatively across the Mathematics course to 

solve problems. 

▪ uses appropriate mathematical processes in solving the problem without error. 

▪ communicates sophisticated mathematical ideas and relationships using the algebraic, diagrammatic 

and graphical techniques of mathematics, concise notation and clear and logical arguments. 

8–10 

▪ demonstrates a sound grasp of mathematics techniques required to solve problems. 

▪ uses mathematical techniques, results and ideas across the Mathematics course to solve problems 

with minimal errors 

▪ communicates mathematical ideas and relationships using diagrammatic and graphical techniques of 

mathematics, appropriate notation and logical arguments. 

5–7 

▪ Uses mathematical techniques, results and ideas across the Mathematics course to solve problems 

with some errors 

▪ demonstrates a developing understanding of what it means to work mathematically with some use 

of mathematical language, notation and/or symbols 

3–4 

▪ demonstrates a limited understanding of the mathematics involved in solving the problem. 

▪ demonstrates a limited use of mathematical language 
1–2 

 

 

 

 

 


